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There are 554 cells in the Florence AD-MAX. There are nine units including
SHU (78), controlunit (64), four general population units (64 each), an
intermediate unit (64), a transitional unit (28) and a pre-transfer unit (64).
All cells arebetween 80 and 90 square feet and except for the 64 in the pre-
transfer unit all have showers inside the cell and have double doors, one
barred and one solid steel with a small window for prisonerobservation and
a food slot.

In all the areas we observed the halls were paintedin dark colors. The inside
of the cells weredark gray, unpainted cement. Several members of ourgroup
reported feeling disoriented and depressed from just spending the afternoon
in the AD-MAX. It seemed to us that the architecture was purposefully
disorienting. There is nowhere in the prison where one can seeanything of
the outside except the sky. Each cell has a window about 3 in. by 3 ft. Each
window looks to a rec. yard or othercement wall.

Each cell has a 12" B & W TV which also has a radio. All education,
religious services etc. will take place over closed circuit TV. Prisoners will
be allowed to smoke in their cells. There is a cigarette lighter built into the
wall in each cell. When asked what "privileges" would be taken away when
someone is sent to the SHU, they answered, "smoking and TV". Otherwise
the control unit and SHU are the same. And the general population units are
very similar.

In the control unit (64 people) andthe SHU (78 cells) thereis suppose to be
7 hours a week of individual recreation which can be either inside in an area
about 20 ft by 20 ft, or outside in a similar area with 20 foot walls anda
chainlink cover. There was nothing in any of these areas when we saw them.
The BOP officials assured us that each would have a chin-up apparatus.

Although they refer to one unit as the control unit, the general population
units (256 people) areessentially identical to the control unit. Here the
"minimum" recreation time is increased from 7 to 12 hours a week and
prisoners "may" be able to choose group recreation with up to 12 others in
an outside areaabout 60 feet square, with basketball hoops. This outside
area also has 20 foot walls and a chainlink cover. Individual rec. will also be
an option for any prisoner we were told. We were assuredthat all prisoners
would have access to the "small" law library on that unit and to the larger
($220,000.) law library of the prison.



Every time ourgroup expressed concern about theeffects of total isolation
on people, warden Bill Storey assured us that he would instruct his staff to
walk the halls and interact with the prisoners. We asked how this could be
done given the solidsteel doors. Heresponded thatsometimes the doors
would be open. We asked for the written policy on how much the doors
would be open. He saidthere is no policy. When pushed, he saidthat the
steel doors would be shut most of the time.

The assistantwarden, Fleming laughingly assured us that they had
discovered that one could communicate by yelling near the heating register
which is located in the "dead space" between the bars and the steel door. We
askedif this was a purposeful design of the prison. He said "No, we just
discovered it." A couple ofus did try yelling from one cell to anotherand
found that one could be barely heard this way. But of course it would be
very difficult communication.

As far as the program planned for people, it was outlinedthis way:
1. control unit: varies by length of sentence,(example given, 60 months)
2. general population: at least 12 months
3. intermediate unit: at least 8 months
4. transitional unit: at least 4 months

5. pre-transfer unit: at least 12 months

In this example, a person would be in the Florence ADX for 8 years,
assuming everything went perfectly. Any time spent in the SHU would not
count toward die total time. We asked repeatedly for any outside studies
done to evaluate the psychological effect of such long-term isolation on
human beings. We were told that there were no outside studies but were
given a paper written by a BOP psychologist siting Alcatraz and Marion as
proof that no psychological damage has been done by long-term isolation in
these prisons. The paperis not scholarly and offers no such proof of the
benign nature of isolation. Also it seemed evident that the isolation at
Florence will be much greater than that at Marion

It did seem that facilities at Florence have been designed to address some of
the human rights criticisms of Marion. Each prisoner will be able to control
the lights in his cell. Each cell will have an alarm buzzer which the prisoner
can push in an emergency. This rings at the guard desk and we were told that
a guard has to come and put the key in the cell lock within 90 seconds or a
second alarm buzzes in the central guard areaand cannot be shut off until the
cell door is opened. When this was being described to us the assistant
warden said, "We are trying to give them as much responsibility as possible
and we'll see what they do with it." This leads me to believe that the plan



maybe to dismantle this alarm system as soon as they can say that it was
tried and prisoners abused it.

An area thatwas quiteimpressive was the medical rooms and facilities. The
equipment there would rival that in awell-stocked cityhospital emergency
room. They had two defibrillators and a massive x-ray machine. The staffing
was less impressive. They said that aPA would be available 24 hours a day
and an MD would be on call 24 hours a day.

We were told that the pre-transfer unit (64 people) would have 1/2 day jobs
in the UNICOR factory. They said thatthe exact nature of this work had not
been determined but would be related to the Florence UNICORE work of
furniture construction. They said it would probably be cutting foam for the
furniture.

I asked about the use of the SORT team: who has the authority to call in
this team? what are the criteria for them to be called in and would each of
these events be videotaped? I was told thatthis written policy would be
mailed to the Task Force but I have not heard if it has been received. They
described this as a 40 member team to be used by the entire Florence
complex under thedirection of the AD-MAXwarden. He stated that they
have been trained by the FBI andthe Air Force. We were not shown any
cells where the beds had metal rings embedded in the corners. In answer to
questions they said there were eight such beds in thecontrol unit. Reports
from construction workers leads me to believe there are many more.

*

We were told that no outside groups would be allowed into the prison to do
religious services, tutoring, orany programs. Visiting can take place Thurs.
through Saturday for a total of 35 hours perweek. There are seven non-
contact visiting areas essentially similarto those I have seen on videos at
Marion. There is one contact visiting room for attorneys and two non-contact
attorney visiting rooms. The BOP officials stated that they did not anticipate
having to limit visitation further because the experience in the rest of the
Florence complex is that there are very few visitors. This is due to the
remote location of Florence. Essentially, it seems that whatever happens at
Florence will be hidden from the view of anyone from the outside.

This is a sunimary of what I saw and some of my concerns after visiting the
Florence AD-MAX. I would be happy to talk with anyone who has
questions. You may call me at 303-444-6981.


